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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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This game is easily one of the best platformers I have ever played.

Fantastic level design, tight controls, increasing difficulty, and exciting boss fights are what makes this game great. If you like
platformers and enjoy a good challenge, you will like this game. for sure.

I am looking forward to the next games of this developer!. A small studio RPG. If you dont expepct much its quite enjoyable.
Not great but not terrible either.. I have played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands
down. It includes multiplayer which is awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen
more than a couple of people in a game at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount
and Blade series if that were boiled down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. I do
not believe that their is enough content in this game to justify the price they are charging for it.. Not currently useful but it has
potential. The aesthetic is blessedly clean, and that's a great sign starting out.

Has a pen, a few shapes, ways to select and move things around. I was able to import a sculpture that I'm working on, draw some
stuff, and export it again. This feels like it wants to be TiltBrush done over done right, with a professional look and a thoughtful,
extensible interface vocabulary and no God damn neon. We need that.

Snapping is the first VR implementation of this that I've seen, and while it's not nearly controllable or flexible enough now, it
feels solid and like it's going to work. Props. (How about a little haptic feedback here?)

Dark mode, stat. I'm not launching this again till that's in. My eyes hurt just thinking about it.
Proper color picker pls. Everyone else has 'em.
Group and ungroup is rather cumbersome. Scale is hard to make work, I'm not sure why. A way to select objects without
moving them is lacking, or at least I didn't find it. (If you want me to read the manual, make it available in the program.)
Uses very little of the controller functionality, which like the zero-options environment may be a deliberately minimal starting
choice, but honestly I can't wait for it to be over. Make thoughtful choices and go. I believe in you.
Needs more guides, snaps etc. The plane tool is a great idea but not yet useful because you can't save or revisit a plane.

I loaded up an 18MB model, which for me isn't particularly big, and it lugged down hard. I know you don't wanna hear it, but
TiltBrush doesn't have this problem. This isn't a work-through-it failure mode; not only does the action stop, the controllers flick
back to my Steam default look while the program struggles. Gotta raise performance or at least make it degrade more
gracefully.

Testing export. I see no colors, only meshes. I'm looking at the files in Rhinoceros, for which FBX is not a well integrated
format, so I may have lost color on the import side. As in TiltBrush, curves lines polylines etc. are implemented in an incredibly
ugly and useless way as long skinny meshes. Will someone implement actual curves in one of these things already? Use VRML
export if you have to, I don't care just do it.

Keep going guys, this is a very promising start. The feature that's going to keep me annotating sculpture in TiltBrush this week is
its snap-to-orthogonal-orientation ability: I need to preserve the orientation of imported models while I move and scale them.

And the dark background. Don't forget that.. This game is great! It's loads of fun either scavenging for items while slapping the
devil down or hunting down the other teams to claim victory for yourself! Would highly recommend. Seriously, get it. It's fun.
You'll love it!!

There has been a recent downside to there not being any people on as of late. To any who are looking to buy this game or who
already have it, I do have a group called 'Devil's Bluff Revival'. We play every Thursday @ 7:30pmEST\/6:30pmCST and
Saturday @ 7pmEST\/6pmCST. We are hoping to add in more times as more people join and let me know their schedules. So
please come join the fun and let's bring this great game back!
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Fun little game. I've had this in my library for ages but only just got around to playing it through - I'd previously played the first
level and thought it was alright, but perhaps something worth coming back to. Well, now I have. And I'm glad I did.

The graphics aren't great and the controls take some getting used to...but the sound design is excellent, and the puzzles are well
put together, with plenty of variety - the game is always introducing new tricks and abilities to avoid repeating itself too much.

Despite the bad grammar and the lack of explanation, I really did end up feeling for the little guy...and the ending was kind of
sad :(. "Without a warning, not a clue, not a sound! In your house, out of bounds, you can RUN but you CAN'T HIDE!"

I absolutely adore this game. The black and white composition fits the aesthetic of the visuals and music itself. I love that the
traps are timed with the different audio queues of the music, which makes it even more of a challenge. Not to mention that I am
a fan of CAZZETTE, I honestly didn't know about this game until I saw the music video She Wants Me Dead. From level 1, the
game is indeed a challenge and is not for anyone who isn't up for it.

Some of the traps indeed require some thinking of how to get past them quickly and without having to start over from your last
check point. Although you are not timed to get the level finished, it's definitely a relief when you finally reach the Safe House
and can move on to the next level!

10\/10. A slasher in arena. It could have been fun, but lack of finition. It doesn't have the fast pace action it would need. The fun
weapons lack of ammo very soon.
AND it CANNOT go full screen. The game took a quarter of my screen. It can't be changed in options. Everybody has this
problem. It tell a lot about laziness of devs. So it's a big no no.
There's no way it worth 8 euros. It's barely meat for a cheap one euro bundle.. Very basic, but is thus easy to figure out how to
create an overlay.
Not many overlays in the workshop, and most of them are kids messing about, so you will be creating your own one soon
anyway. It has it's moments of pain, but once you have a "theme" saved, it just carries on working.. Yes, I'm one of these guys
who never finished the original Exile.)

A proper (second remake of an) epic-scale RPG, with great party management, well-balanced tactical battles, and lots of quests
and exploration. The graphics are pretty bland; however in these sort of games it's the writing and the world building that really
counts, and in Avernum both are top notch!

If you're unsure whether it is your cup of tea or not, Spiderweb Software's website has huge playable demos of their games that
will help you make up your mind.. This game is beautiful, the castles are more varied and feel more real than in Shogun. Very
satisfying. As with all Total War games the AI isn't the best and it gets pretty easy to juke, even on Legendary.. While I enjoyed
it, this is definitely NOT for everyone, due to violating one of the main themes of storytelling - "Show, don't tell". We're told
(quite often) about the various trials that marginalized hero types face, but rarely see it in practice. It's definitely part of the
background, but for the most part, you're simply told that "X circumstance exists, and needs to change" without much in the way
of showcasing it. That said, I honestly found it LESS jarring than an instance in "Heroes Rise: The Hero Project" where a
discussion of "camp" completely derailed things for a few pages before returning to action as normal, and that's likely because
it's a central story-arc this time around.

That said, this seems to be playing up an X-Men vs. Brotherhood of Mutants deal regarding your character, who's an "ani-
powered" (think Beast Boy, but with no semblance of control over what form he takes each day), though there's no payoff in
this particular game for it. Like the original series, odds are this one is going to be setting up a few factors in order to include
them later.

Overall, worth playing the Demo - if you like it at that point, feel free to buy (if it gets too preachy, you shouldn't have enough
time invested to void the Refund option), and if you don't, you can save yourself the time\/money. Or just wait for a bundle deal
once the full "season" is out.. this game is a masterpeice beutiful. I cannot describe it, like words cannot describe it, it is too
good. the emotions. the sleep deprived emotion of the monkeys trying to defend their land from the balloons. using every last
chalk of enegery they have. blood milk and water. I cannot count the ammount of times I had to turn of my computer due to
pure stress and anxiety that the balloons would over come the defense lines of the monkey children. it reminds me of the 10
years I spent over seas in africa, defending my penal cavity from the thristy african women and my anal cavity from the
ejaculant deprived african men. its tough out there. 100 slime salute for my fallen apes and africans ('-')7
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